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First MiMed Work Group meetings in Lisbon 1/2

European School of Antennas
WG 1

Our COST Action was a cost systems was also dis- ed together with the opporPlatinum Sponsor for a cussed for their deployment tunity of using imaging technology to measure dielectric
Training School in the year of in developing countries.
2014. A total of 19 partici- Large grant application oppor- properties in-vivo. The necespants from our COST Action tunities are foreseen in the sity of getting more input
Scope for collaboration beattended the following Euro- framework of Marie Curie from clinicians into the action
tween work groups is envipean School of Antennas ITN scheme (January 2015) is a strategic target also for
sioned by WG1 and potential
(ESoA) Training School: and the next H2020 call on in WKLV :* ,QYLWLQJ ´H[SHUW
synergies were discussed.
VSHDNHUVµ FDQ HQDEOH WKH
´0LFURZDYH ,PDJLQJ DQG -vivo imaging.
The most crucial outcome of
identification of efficient synDiagnostics:
Theory,
the round table was the pre- WG1 remarked the small ergies across different WGs.
Techniques, and Applica- presence of clinicians in our
liminary definition of both
WLRQVµ as trainers and train- action and strategies to favour Finally, WG2 raised the attenstandard physical and numeritionspecific
on balancing
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Crocco, Tommaso
ing
applications,
cal phantoms to be accessed their involvement were disfocus
of
research
themes
Madonna di Campiglio, Italy Isernia
and
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Massa
given
to
corroborate
the
by partners of the action to cussed with the commitment
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Italy
²
and
Joe
LoVetri
developed
concepts.
evaluate microwave imaging of targeted invitations to
tion from groups which are
March, 2014.
(Canada) is currently being
systems. A set of standard medical doctors for next In detail the topics discussed
focused
diverse
topics
added
as
an
IPC
member.
The
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per day on
during
the school
physical
phantoms
would meetings.
would
facilitate
the
discussion
this
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7 of which
were In this school, and in over 30
were the following:
enable
a rigorous
comparison
on novel approaches and
directly
funded
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Action,
hours
of
classes,
the
fundaof proposed imaging methods
Day
1: topics.
research
were:
Ilja Merunka,
Ondrej mental equations and main
as performed
in other imaging
Introduction to inverse scatFiser,
Luca Vannucci,
Jan Vrba,
modalities
(e.g. CT/MRI).
A difficulties of inverse probtering and basic theory
David
(Czech Republic),
set ofVrba
standard
numerical lems in high-frequency elecAngie
(France), tromagnetics were introDay 2:
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Conceição
(Portugal),
duced.
The
following
were
tive tumours) should also be The round table of WG2 Qualitative imaging methods
Michele
Ambrosanio,
Rosa then introduced: classical and
created to
evaluate microfocused mainly on the learning Day 3:
Scapaticci
(Italy),
Wim
introduced solution
wave imaging algorithms van
for recently
process from current microRossum
(Netherlands),
Pegah
procedures
and algorithms,
Quantitative imaging: approxithose at an earlier stage of wave biomedical
research and
Tatook
(Sweden),
Mina
discussion
of
capabilities,
limiresearch. Standard phantoms the exploration of novel appli- mated and complete methods
Bjelogrlic
and perspectives of
ZLOO DOORZ XV(Switzerland),
WR GR ´EOLQG tations,
cations of EM-based imaging Day 4:
Adnan
Elahi,
Atif
Shahzad
both
approximate
'exact'
WULDOVµ ZKHUH ZH FDQ FUHDWH and therapeutics. and
The group Imaging applications: Antenna
(Ireland),
Marija
Nikolic
reconstruction
methods.
phantoms with and without expressed the necessity Apto Diagnostics, BIO Applications,
(Serbia),
examples, including
tumours andBelén
assess Larumbe
how the plicative
involve different scientific GPR Applications
(Spain).
and lessons regardt e c h n o lOur
o g y trainers
p e r f o rwere
m s . exercises
communities to establish
´&HQWUHV IRU ([SHULPHQWDO opportunities for new applica0LFURZDYH
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More
information
can be
in: the
http://eledia.science.unitn.it/index.php/about-us/toptions. But
opportunity to
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identify new sub-groups based
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should be created to provide was also discussed. These
researchers with access to could take the form of focus
experimental and numerical groups. Their activity will be
facilities, respectively.
The relatively wide-ranging to
creation of such centres allow as much diversity as
should encourage the availa- possible and to establish new
bility of dedicated software to ´WKHPHVµRIUHVHDUFK
objectively evaluate the
´TXDOLW\µ RI WKH UHVXOWDQW LP A technical discussion was
carried out regarding the
ages.
necessity of overcoming misIt was stressed the im- takes and limitations in previportance to show that our ous prototypes and the dual
systems work across a range opportunity of microwave
of scenarios (e.g. low and high imaging based on both passive
contrast) and that permittivity and active methods. The use
and conductivity maps should of contrast agents in novel
be shown in all papers for applications was also suggestclarity. The creation of low-
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